
PREPARING YOUR COMPANY FOR SALE

Business
GROWTH STRATEGIES
□Clearly articulate a formulized 

organic growth plan with 
detailed financial impact of
initiatives.
□Develop a “bottom-up” budget 

for the current year.
□Create a defensible set of 

financial projections for at 
least 3 years beyond current 
fiscal year.

POTENTIAL SYNERGIES
□How can the business be 

enhanced under new
owner?
□Identify revenue growth, cost-

saving opportunities  and 
complementary businesses that 
might be attractive acquisition
opportunities.

SUPPLIERS
□Exhibit the relationship with 

each supplier:  What is the 
degree of supplier
dependency?
□Demonstrate ability to 

hedge against or “pass 
through” potential cost
increases.
□Mitigate supplier 

concentration
if feasible.

MANAGEMENT
□Measure and demonstrate the 

quality and depth of the 
current team. Address any 
“holes” in the  management
team.
□Consider retention 

packages/stay bonuses for key 
management members. Are 
there succession plans in place?
□What are the post-

transaction implications  
with current management
team?

CUSTOMERS
□Demonstrate the current 

status of customers,  show 
customer-by-customer gains 
and new  business wins, and 
demonstrate customer  
“stickiness.”
□Clear any unresolved issues 

(e.g., contract renewal,  
disputes).
□Take steps to mitigate 

customer concentration,  if
feasible.

MARKET / INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
□Analyze all current industry 

trends, what new  technologies 
or industry dynamics could 
positively/  negatively impact 
the company.
□Anticipate potential buyer 

concerns and position  the 
company’s growth strategy
accordingly.
□Identify how the company can 

grow in excess of  the broader 
industry, share with banking 
team to  validate growth
opportunities.
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AUDITS / MONTHLY REPORTING
□Consider auditing most recent 

fiscal year.
□Prepare a bridge from historical 

financial  statement to any pro-
forma financials.
□Compile all monthly reporting

packages.
□Prepare to have financial data

analyzed.

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS / CONTROLS
□Demonstrate financial systems 

and  in-place controls.
□Be prepared to analyze and 

segment key  financial data.

FACILITIES / OPERATIONS
□Are the facilities well 

maintained and capable of  
supporting future growth, are 
any repairs or  upgrades
necessary?
□Develop a historical and 

projected capital  expenditures 
analysis, segmenting among 
“growth”  and “maintenance.”
□Prepare facilities for 

potential tours  (both 
inside and outside).



Human
Resources
□Create employee census, 

which includes headcount  
by function/location, detail 
employee tenure/  turnover, 
average salaried and hourly
compensation.

□Prepare a list of included 
benefits, as well as costs  
(historical and forecasted) 
for employee benefits.
□Resolve or document 

any employee disputes,  
noncompete issues.
□Provide detail on a 

pension or defined 
benefit  program and 
document the associated
liability.
□Prepare analysis on 

processes to hire/dismiss  
employees.

Website/Social 
Media
□Review sites (website, Twitter, 

Instagram, LinkedIn)  with 
current information about the 
business, ensure sites are 
professional, and that secure 
passwords are maintained.
□Ensure consistency between 

key themes and  the strategic 
vision.

Environmental
□Rectify any outstanding 

environmental issues  (if
possible).
□Identify any filed 

complaints or  non-
compliance fines.
□Identify any surveys or 

phase 1 environmental 
reviews done by an outside 
third party.

Financial
ACCOUNTING
□Summarize key accounting policies 

and ensure  compliance with 
Generally Accepted Accounting  
Principles.
□Adjust financials for related party 

charges or other “add backs.”
□Strongly consider hiring accountants 

for sell-side due diligence to produce 
a quality-of-earnings  analysis and to 
normalize the company’s financial  
statements.

WORKING CAPITAL
□Prepare a working capital analysis 

for the  past 18 months, analyze 
data and trends over an 18-, 12- and 
6-month time period.
□Be able to explain material changes 

in working capital trends.

Insurance
□Prepare listing of all company and 

employee  insurance (general/umbrella, 
crime, auto, key-man,  etc., workers’
compensation).
□Prepare a loss-run analysis on 

insurance policies.
□Determine whether there will by 

any cost increases  going forward.

Legal
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
□Mitigate any product liability and 

warranty issues.
□Demonstrate and document any 

potential  legacy liabilities.
LITIGATION (PRIOR AND CURRENT)
□Document any past settlements and 

court hearings.
□Clean up nuisance lawsuits.
□Be prepared to retain any potential 

liability post-transaction.
TAXES
□Provide assurances that the 

company is tax compliant with both 
federal and state agencies.
□Identify any structural issues to

maximize tax efficiency and 
optimization on both a business 
and personal level.
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